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SPP 2/07 - Protection of Extractive Resources

Key Resource Area 57 - Wahpunga Range.

Due to perceived inaccuracies contained within a submission lodged by Sunshine Coast
Regional  Council, this submission is made in an attempt to correct the record.

On page 41 of Council’s submission, under comments:

“KRA57 (Wahpunga Range)
Currently the transport route utilised is the unsealed eastern part of
Sheppersons lane. This is a Council approved transport route and
is referenced in the environmental management plan for the local
resource area on Lot 259 MCH187. The Draft SPP proposes a
transport route contrary to this and a route that is not practical due
to the topography, the preferred transport route to KRA57 is
Sheppersons Lane (see Figure 1)”.

Several landholders affected by this proposed transport route have lodged
submissions regarding this during the submission period. No quarry transport route along
the eastern arm of Sheppersons Lane has ever been shown on a gazetted Noosa Plan,
including the current one. Council officers have, as recently as 2008, made development
approval decisions regarding property with frontage to the eastern arm of Sheppersons
Lane without taking a transport route into account as no part of the gazetted transport
route affected that property.

The only place a quarry transport route along the eastern arm of Sheppersons Lane
has ever been indicated on a map is within the quarry operator’s Quarry Management Plan
(Environmental Management Plan) dated December 2011 and approved in part by
Council in July 2012. This does not constitute a publically advertised Noosa Plan quarry
transport route and has occurred long after the event.

Any change to the gazetted KRA transport route would therefore be regarded as a
considerable and retrospective mal-administration and would be challenged.

The quarry landowner and operator have accepted the north-western arm of
Sheppersons Lane as the approved transport route since its gazettal in 2007. This is a
long-standing gazetted road reserve, 30 metres wide, and it is disingenuous for Council to



now argue that the topography is not practical for construction of a quarry transport route.
Council officers have previously argued that this will, indeed, be the haul route as the
quarry develops.  

Also on Page 41, under Suggested Solution:

“Consider including Lot 259 MCH187 within KRA57".

The purpose of this suggestion by Council is unclear. LOT 259 MCH 187 is the only lot
with current extractive industry approval. Two thirds of it is already included in the KRA
Resource/Processing Area, the remainder being excluded as an “Environmental Protection
Area” in the current Noosa Plan Biodiversity Overlay.

It would make more sense to suggest:

"Consider restricting the Resource/Processing Area to LOT 259 MCH 187 and reducing
the Separation Area to 1000 metres on the northern and eastern boundaries of LOT 259
and to 500 metres on the western and southern boundaries of LOT 259, where properties
are separated from the resource/processing  area by a high ridge".

Submitted in good faith in an effort to make sense of a convoluted Key Resource Area.

Yours sincerely 

Ian Bates

(Environment sub-group)
(Kin Kin Community Group Inc.)
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